Approximation computation is a critical step in rough sets theory used in knowledge discovery and other related tasks. In practical applications, an information system often evolves over time by the variation of attributes or objects. Effectively computing approximations is vital in data mining. Dominance-based rough set approach can handle information with preference-ordered attribute domain, but it is not able to handle the situation of data missing. Confidential Dominance-based Rough Set Approach (CDRSA) is introduced to process Incomplete Ordered Decision System (IODS). This paper focuses on incremental updating approximations under dynamic environment in IODS. With the CDRSA, the principles of incremental updating approximations are discussed while the variation of attribute sets or the union of subsets of objects and the corresponding incremental algorithms are developed. Comparative experiments on data sets of UCI and results show that the proposed incremental approaches can improve the performance of updating approximations effectively by a significant shortening of the computational time.
Introduction
Rough set theory is proposed by Pawlak 1 to deal with inconsistency problems, which is useful in fields such as knowledge discovery 2, 3, 4 , decision analysis 5, 6 , data mining 7, 8 , etc. Classic Rough Set (CRS) is based on equivalence relation, which is used to deal with discrete attributes values. However, CRS can not be able to discover uncertainty from attributes with preference order domains, which is important to the multi-criteria decision analysis, e.g., risk evaluation, pollution rating. In order to solve this problem, Greco, Matarazzo and Słowinski proposed Dominance-based Rough Set Approach (DRSA), which is based on dominance relation instead of equivalence relation 9, 10 . DRSA attracted much attention in recent years, and has been applied to multi-criteria classification 11 , attribute reduction 12, 13 , customer behavior prediction 14 , bankrupt risk prediction 15 , water quality evaluation 16 , etc.
DRSA has been introduced to handle the crisp ordered information system, however, Real life applications face data missing due to various causes. Greco et al. extended dominance relation, which requires the referent object has no missing data, to deal with missing data in rough set analysis of multiattribute and multi-criteria decision problem 17, 18 . Błaszczynski et al. discussed different ways of handling missing values in sorting problems with monotonicity constraints in DRSA 19 . He et al. investigated an extend dominance relation to discover knowledge from approximations 20 . Shao and Zhang applied extended DRSA to reasoning, rule extracting and knowledge reduction in incomplete ordered information system 21 . In order to avoid the comparison of two objects have no common known attribute value, Hu and Liu discussed a limited extended dominance 22 and generalized extended dominance relation 23 . Generalized extended dominance relation contains limited extended dominance by chosen the parameter. Chen et al. studied k-degree extended dominance characteristic (k-degree EDCR), which is considering tow case of missing data that are "do not known" and " do not care" 24 . Du et al. proposed the characteristic-based dominance relation to deal with incomplete ordered information 25 . Yang et al. proposed a similarity dominance relation and studied knowledge reduction under incomplete ordered information system 26 . Luo et al. combined the limited extended dominance relation with similarity dominance relation and proposed a limited extended dominance relation considering maximum and minimum values in dominating or dominated relation when comparing their lost 27 . It is too strict to be practical because maximum and minimum attribute values are hard to known. Yang et al. introduced a valued dominance relation considering the probability that an object is dominating another one by using the information given unknown values 28 . In order to avoid semantic contradiction on the ordered relation, Gou et al. proposed confidential dominance relation to extend DRSA to deal with missing data in Incomplete Ordered Decision System (IODS) 29 .
The information system commonly evolves with time, typically, the set of attributes, the set of objects and attribute values may dynamically change. The approximations may alter by the variation of the information system. The traditional methodologies to update approximations are inefficient because they need to recomputing from scratch. Incremental update is a feasible and effective in processing dynamic information since previous data structures and knowledge are optimized for updating approximations. In the case of variation of attributes, Chan proposed an incremental learning method for maintaining approximations in CRS by added into or deleted from one attribute 30 . Li et al. proposed an incremental approach for updating approximations under rough set based the characteristic relation when adding or removing some attributes in incomplete information system 31 . Zhang et al. presented matrix approaches for dynamic attribute variation in set-valued information system 32 . Li et al. studies the principle of updating dominating sets and dominated sets and proposed incremental approaches for updating approximations 33 . Zhang et al. investigated incremental updating of rough approximations in interval-valued information systems 34 . Liu et al. presented approaches for incremental updating approximations in probabilistic rough sets under the variation of attributes 35 . Yang et al. designed fast algorithms for updating the multigranulation rough approximations with increasing of the granular structures 36 . In the case of variation of objects, Shan et al. introduced an incremental modification for classification rules 37 . Zheng and Wang developed a rough set and rule tree based incremental knowledge acquisition algorithm, which updates rules by adding and pruning the rule tree incrementally 38 . Zhang et al. designed parallel algorithms based on MapReduce for calculating approximations of rough sets 39, 40 . Luo et al. proposed a matrix approach to decision-theoretic rough sets for evolving data 41 . Luo et al. presented efficient updating of probabilistic approximations with incre-mental objects 42 . Li et al. developed incremental algorithms for updating approximations of composite rough sets when adding or removing some objects 43 . Li et al. studied the dynamic maintenance of approximations in DRSA when one object is added or removed 44 , furthermore, parallel algorithms are developed to speed up computing approximations in DRSA 45 . Błaszczynski and Słowinski proposed an incremental algorithm for induction rules based on the Apriori under the variable consistency DRSA 46 . Wang et al. presented efficient updating rough approximations with multi-dimensional variation of ordered data 47 . In the case of variation of attributes values, Zeng et al. developed dynamical updating fuzzy rough approximations for hybrid data under the variation of attribute values 48 . Chen et al. proposed an incremental method for updating approximations while objects dynamically alter and attributes values vary in variable precision rough set model 49 . And Chen et al. discussed the principles of maintenance of approximations and algorithms for incremental updating approximations are designed when attribute's values coarsening or refining in IODS 24 . However, incremental approaches for updating approximations under IODS when the variation of attributes or objects have not been taken into account until now. In real-life application, such as monitoring domain, attributes and objects are always dynamic changed instead of attribute values. Thus, this paper focuses on incremental methods for updating approximations of confidential dominancebased rough set under the variation of attributes or objects in IODS.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic concepts of IODS and dominance relation are reviewed and confidential dominance-based rough set approach is introduced. In Section 3, we discuss the principles of incremental updating approximations and propose algorithms when some attributes are added into or deleted from. In Section 4, incremental approach for updating approximations is given when subsets of objects are merged. In Section 5, some experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of proposed approaches. The paper ends with conclusion and future work in Section 6.
Confidential Dominance-based Rough Set Approach
In this section, some basic concepts of decision systems, including IODS, confidential dominate relation are introduced. 
P x denotes that y is dominates x in CDR, which means the object y is more detailed than referent x, and y is weakly preferred over x with respect to each criterion q for which the evaluation of referent x is known. 
The P upper and lower approximations of Cl t and Cl t under the CDR are defined respectively as follows.
The boundary region is defined as follows.
The objects in the boundary region are inconsistent, which means an object x is confidential dominating another object y , however, x is assigned to a class worse than y.
Definition 6 For any x ∈ U in an IODS
For any x ∈ U, the following items hold.
(2)-(4) are similar to (1).
According to Property 1, approximations of Cl t and Cl t under the CDR are defined as follows. Table 1 , where From Table 1 , upward union of decision is calculated as follows.
C confidential dominating sets are calculated as follows.
Thus, approximations of upward union Cl t with respect to C confidential dominating sets are computed as follows.
Analogously, approximations of C confidential dominated set with respect to upward union Cl t can be calculated. For simplicity and clarity, the following examples discuss CDRSA only with the increasing preference order.
Incremental updating approximations under the variation of attribute sets
Approximations computing is a critical step for applying CDRSA in knowledge discovery. Traditional approach of approximations computing is time-consuming when attributes are changed because it should recompute from scratch. In this section, approaches of incremental updating approximations under the variation of attributes are discussed.
Incremental updating approximations when new attributes added
It is similar to (1).
By Lemma 1,
Confidential dominating/dominated set of x can be easily obtained when attribute set Q is added into P.
(
And
It is similar to proof of Theorem 1.
Based on
Approximation of Cl t with respect to P confidential dominating sets are computing as follows.
According to Lemma 1, C = P ∪ Q confidential dominating sets are easily calculated as follows. Take x 1 and x 4 for example.
Based on Theorem 2, approximations of Cl t with respect to P ∪ Q confidential dominating sets are computing as follows.
Incremental updating approximations when attributes deleted
where
(2) It is similar to Lemma 2(1). 
Theorem 3 Let IODS = (U, A,V, f ), P ⊂ C and Q ⊂ P ⊆ C. For any x ∈ U, we have (1) P − Q(Cl t ) = P(Cl t ) −W (Cl t ), where W (Cl
Compute T (Cl t ) and K(Cl t ) 8: Compute Y (Cl t ) and Z(Cl t )
9:

P ∪ Q(Cl t ) = P(Cl t ) ∪ T (Cl t ) and P ∪ Q(Cl t ) = P(Cl t ) ∪Y (Cl t )
10:
P ∪ Q(Cl t ) = P(Cl t ) − K(Cl t ) and P ∪ Q(Cl t ) = P(Cl t ) − Z(Cl t ) 11: end for Theorem 4 Let IODS = (U, A,V, f ), P ⊂ C and Q ⊂ P ⊆ C. For any x ∈ U, we have (1) P − Q(Cl t ) = P(Cl t ) − S(Cl t ), where S(Cl t ) = {x|u
It is similar to proof of Theorem 3.
Based on Theorems 3-4, an algorithm is developed for updating approximations of CDRSA when some attributes are deleted from the IODS (see Algorithm 2 IUD).
Example 3 (Continued from Example 1) Let x ∈ U, P = C − Q.
According to Lemma 2, for any x, A Q (x) is easily calculated as follows.
Approximation of Cl t with respect to P = C − Q confidential dominating sets are computing as follows.
Incremental updating approximations when subsets of objects are merged
In this section, incremental updating approximations of CDRSA is discussed when subsets of objects are merged into IODS. Assume the universe of IODS = (U, A,V, f ) is composed by m subsets of objects, where 
Algorithm 2 (IUD) Incremental Updating approximations when some attributes Deleted
Require: P confidential dominating/dominated sets; P(Cl t ), P(Cl t )
Compute A Q (x) and A Q (x)
3:
Compute W (Cl t ) and R(Cl t ) 8:
The P confidential dominating/dominated sets of the object x related to U i are defined as follows. 
Similarly, lower and upper approximations of Cl k t related to U i are defined as follows.
(2) It is similar to proof Theorem 5(1).
It is similar to proof Theorem 6(1).
Proof. It is similar to proof of Theorem 7.
Based on Theorems 5-8, an algorithm is designed for updating approximations of CDRSA when subsets of objects are merged IODS (see Algorithm 3 IUM).
Example 4 (Continued from Example 1) Let
According to Definition, k = 1, 2. Cl k t in subset U k are calculated as follows.
Cl
The C confidential dominating sets of the object x related to U i (i = 1, 2) are calculated as follows. C(Cl
Upper approximations of Cl k t related to U i , where i, k = 1, 2, are computed as follows.
C(Cl
Approximations of Cl t when U 1 and U 2 merged are updated as follows.
Expriment
Some experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the incremental approaches. Six UCI data sets are selected from UCI Machine Learning Repository 50 , described in Table 2 , as benchmark for performance test. The incremental algorithms and non-incremental algorithm are developed by Matlab 2014Ra on Macbook Pro 2015 with OS X EI Capitan on Intel Core i5 2.7GHz and 16G memory.
There are two classes of the experiments: experiments on updating approximations of CDRSA under the variation of attributes and experiments on updating approximations when two subsets are combined. 
The variation of attributes
For this case, a comparison of incremental updating approximations and non-incremental computing approximations is investigated to evaluate the performance of updating approximations of CDRSA under the variation of the attribute set. We make two groups of experiments on each data sets when some attributes are deleted and added correspondingly.
In the first group of experiments, some attributes are randomly selected from the condition attribute C to constitute a deleted attribute set Q. The size of Q is from 10% to 50% in percentage in C, where the step length is 10%. The remaining attributes are P = C − Q. Time consuming is recorded to compare the incremental approach of updating approximations IUD and non-incremental method of computing approximations with respect to P when attribute set Q is deleted from C.
In the second group of experiments, the deleted attribute set Q are added back into P. Thus, we have C = P ∪ Q. Similarly, computational time of incremental approach IUA is compared with nonincremental method when attribute set Q is added into P.
The experimental results of the six data sets are shown in Figure 1 . In each of sub-figures, the xcoordinate pertains to percentage of the size of Q in C from 10% to 50%, and y-coordinate pertains the time consuming. The 'non-incr-add' denotes nonincremental method of computing approximations with respect to C, while the 'non-incr-del' denotes non-incremental computing approximations with respect to P. Figure 1 , the incremental approaches IUA and IUD are always faster than nonincremental approach 'non-incr-add' and 'non-incrdel' respectively. Furthermore, IUA is always effective than IUD because calculation of the confidential dominating/dominated sets in IUA is faster.
From the
The experimental results of data sets arrhythmia and statlog (Landsat Satellite) with large condition attributes, as in Figure 1 (c) and Figure 1(e) , show that the trend of time consuming of both IUD and 'non-incr-del' goes down when the cardinality of deleted attribute set increases.
In addition, from the results of winequality(white), statlog (Landsat Satellite) and mushroom with more objects, the trend of time consuming of IUA goes down when the cardinality of added attribute set increases. Intuitively, the trend of time consuming should go up when the cardinality of added attribute set increases. However, the boundary of remain attributes may decrease after the cardinality of deleted attributes increases. According to IUA, it follows that time consuming may decrease. 
Two subsets are merged
For this section, we focus on update approximations when two subsets are merged. Analogously, time consuming of computation is recorded to compare the incremental approach IUM with nonincremental method.
The strategy of the experiment is the universe of each data sets are divided into two subsets. A group experiments are conducted, one subset is partitioned in percentage of universe from 50% to 90% and the other is remaining.
The experimental results of the six data sets are shown in Figure 2 . In each of sub-figures, the xcoordinate pertains to percentage of the one subset in the universe, and y-coordinate pertains the time consuming of updating approximations when the other subset is combined into the one.
Clearly, from Figure 2 (a)-(f), IUM is more effective than non-incremental approach when two subsets are combined into the universe. And the trend of time consuming of IUM goes down when percentage of the one subset in the universe increases.
Conclusion and future work
An information system evolves commonly in the dynamic data environment. It is important to accelerate the calculation of approximations in CDRSA in such dynamic environment. In this paper, we focus on the incremental approaches while the variation of attributes or the objects in IODS. The properties of confidential dominating/dominated sets under the variation of attributes or objects are discussed. Furthermore, incremental approaches of updating approximations are proposed when attributes or objects are dynamic changed. With the result of experiment, incremental approaches of updating approximations of CDRSA are feasible and effectively reduce the time consuming.
Our future work will focus on speeding up these approaches on the distributed computing environment for massive data sets.
